Enterprise-Wide AGV Systems
Program Overview

What if you could reduce some labor cost to $1.73 per hour?
You can with enterprise-wide AGV automation...

...and JBT as your partner.
Experience

Objective:
Elimination of non-value-added costs. It's always been a good idea. Now, it's a necessity.
If you routinely move materials using manual fork lift trucks, you're probably wasting money.

Generating ROI:

Maximizing ROI:

Automation with JBT robotic
vehicles has always provided
safe, precise, on-time delivery of
materials in manufacturing and
warehousing. JBT has already
helped hundreds of leading
corporations save millions by
automating their facilities.

If installing 1 AGV is a good
idea and installing 10 AGVs is a
better approach, what is the best
solution? Strategically automating
your entire enterprise with robotic
vehicle systems. It delivers gamechanging financial returns to your
supply chain.

JBT has been a leading supplier of AGV systems for over 25
years. The successful implementation of over 350 AGV systems,
including over 4,000 vehicles, has given us an application
knowledge base to attack material handling challenges that other
suppliers will not and to succeed where other suppliers cannot.

Technology
JBT utiliizes, and owns, advanced AGV technology. Our
industry-leading experience and our commitment to continual
technological development streamlines our communication and
maximizes the reuse of modular solutions. Created as a result of
our experience and technological edge, these standard solutions
ensure proper manufacturing strategy for both high volume/low
cost standard products and low volume/custom products.

Finance
JBT is a growing, financially stable U.S. corporation with access
to attractive system financing options that others cannot offer. We
also spend nearly half of our AGV investments in cost reduction
programs because we want to save customers money. Our
global operation enables us to focus on successful enterprisewide deployment programs. Now, projects that once could not
be financially justified are meeting targets and being approved.

Support
Trusting JBT means leveraging the largest team of AGV
experts in the world. They're the best equipped to manage
multiple, simultaneous deployments across the globe. Regional
manufacturing centers in the U.S., Western Europe, and China
provide the capacity and flexibility necessary to respond to
requests quickly and safely. Plus, the standard support package
ensures profit-generating, lifetime performance for the entire
system, from the enterprise level to each individual vehicle. Our
registered ISO 9001 quality system guarantees an unparalleled
level of safety, support, and service. JBT's flawless records
prove our commitment to customer service and safety. With JBT,
customers can expect more.

We are your single source for AGVs.
JBT has the knowledge, experience, and resources that you need to
outfit your enterprise with high-tech, money-saving AGVs. Trusting
JBT with your biggest material handling challenges means no stress.
We do each job right the first time, saving you money in the process.
We know what the future of automation holds, and we want to share
it with you.
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